
Origin of the Hawaiian Islands
Note that as the
islands get older,
they erode away
and sink into the
ocean.

Origin of Coral Atolls (Darwin)



Origin of mantle plumes?

Young



THE GREAT PLUME CONTROVERSY
(Not all scientists accept the plume hypothesis)

Courtillot et al (2003) recognize 
about 49 hotspots:-

1. Primary plumes from the 
Core/Mantle boundary (7 –
10).

2. Plumes associated with 
Superswells (about 20). 

3. Non-plumes from the upper 
mantle (about 20). 



Can we “see” mantle plumes using seismic 
tomography?  Potentially a powerful and 
conclusive tool.
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What happens when a mantle 
plume interacts with a continent?

Some scientists believe 
that it is mantle plumes 
that are responsible for 
the initial break-up of 
continents.

• First there is doming
• Then the formation of 
rifts and the eruption of 
vast volumes of “flood 
basalts”
• Then the formation of 
ocean basins



Before continental break-up about 120 million years ago



Today



Cartoon showing how the formation Atlantic Ocean 
might have been triggered by mantle plumes



The Deccan Traps, India

These eruptions probably killed the dinosaurs!



EARTHQUAKES

 There are over a million (106) earthquakes each 
year – most of these are insignificant.

 Around 20,000 are located by seismographs
 About 3,000 of these produce noticeable effects 

(e.g. tremors, ground shaking).
 About 20 each year cause major damage and 

destruction.
 On average, about 10,000 people die each year 

because of earthquakes.



RECENT EARTHQUAKES
Up to October 2nd

RED = Today; Orange = Yesterday; Yellow = Past 2 weeks
Purple = Past 5 years



Some Earthquake Statistics



Some examples of earthquake damage

Slumped building, Venezuela Collapsed apartments, Japan

Wrecked factory, Italy Disrupted railway, Washington



What causes earthquakes?

For most of recorded 
history they have been 
attributed to mythical 
beasts or the wrath of 
Gods!
(Aristotle thought they 
were caused by 
underground winds 
somehow related to 
volcanoes). 



1755 The Great Lisbon Earthquake 
(Portugal)

There were three typical components:-
a) Quakes or shaking
b) Tsunami or tidal wave
c) Fires

More than 60,000 people were killed.
This event had a very profound effect on the intellectual thought
of the time (“the Age of Reason”).

Difficult to reconcile with the prevailing ideas of the time that:-
a) Man was capable of discovering all the laws of the universe.
b) These laws were divinely ordered, harmonious and good



Voltaire

The great French satirist Voltaire seized
on this apparent contradiction between
philosophy and reality in his novel 
CANDIDE.

Dr Pangloss says to Candide (on viewing the total devastation of 
Lisbon):-

“…… the heirs of the dead will benefit financially; the building
trade will enjoy a boom.  Private misfortune must not be overrated.
These poor people in their death agonies, and the worms about
to devour them, are playing their proper and appointed part in
God’s master plan”.



Development of Scientific Ideas
Most scientists in the mid 1700’s attributed earthquakes in
some way to recently discovered electricity.

John Winthrop (1755) – an astronomer at Harvard 
suggested that “earthquakes are waves within the earth” 
based on the observation of moving bricks in his 
chimney during the 1755 Boston earthquake. 

John Mitchell (1760) – an astronomer at Cambridge:-
a) Attributed earthquakes to waves caused by shifting 

rocks deep within the earth (movement caused by 
fire and steam).

b) He worked out a method to calculate the location 
(epicenter) of an earthquake.



Robert Mallet (1857) – an Irish engineer
 Mapped earthquake zones around the Mediterranean
 Produced contour maps of equal devastation
 Suggested that earthquakes are elastic waves of 

compression caused by the sudden flexing or fracturing
of the earths crust.

Mediterranean

Spain
Black Sea

Italy

Earthquake
Zones

Active Volcanoes
Note how Mallet’s
earthquake zones 
correspond with what
we now know about 
plate boundaries



John Milne (1891) – an English geologist working for the 
Emperor of Japan is considered to be the founder of modern
earthquake studies and the science of SEISMOLOGY.

Milne noted three types of earthquake motion:-
1) Back and forth waves (P-waves)
2) Up and down waves (S-waves)
3) Side to side waves (L-waves)

The time interval between the first back and forth wave 
and later waves was related to the distance from the
earthquake (epicenter).

(approximately 300 miles/minute)
(example – a 10 second delay meant the earthquake was 
about 50 miles away)



The Seismograph (page 154)
Milne invented the predecessor to the modern seismograph
and hence the science of seismology
(from the Greek Seio – to shake and Seismos – earthquake)

Horizontal Movement Vertical Movement



John Milne and early (lampost) seismograph (1910)



Example of  Seismograms

Seismograms for three small Californian earthquakes
recorded at two different nearby locations.
Horizontal lines record every 15 minutes, whereas
vertical lines record single minutes. 



Locating an earthquake
If the distance to an earthquake can be calculated from the arrival
times of the different shock waves (up & down, back & forth),
then it is a simple matter of geometry to locate the precise center
of the earthquake – its EPICENTER.
All one needs is information from three different locations:-

A

B

CEpicenter
of earthquake

10 km

20 km

30 km



A real(?) example

Earthquake epicenter is:-

7000 km from San Francisco

2500 km from Tokyo

6500 km from Sydney

Is this a likely place
for an earthquake?

No – it’s not near a plate boundary



The Mercalli Intensity Scale

Guissepi Mercalli (1902) - devised an 
intensity scale for earthquakes based on:-
 Impressions of people involved.
 Movement of objects (e.g. furniture).
 Damage to buildings.

The intensity was based on a scale of 1 to 12.

It was somewhat subjective, but it provided a
qualitative, but systematic, evaluation of
earthquake damage.



The Mercalli Scale

I. Instrumental Not felt except under unusual conditions
II. Just Perceptible Felt by only a few on upper floors
III. Slight Felt by people lying down or seated
IV. Perceptible Felt indoors by many, by few outside
V. Rather strong Felt by everyone, people awakened
VI. Strong Trees sway, bells ring, some objects fall
VII. Very Strong Causes alarm, walls and plaster crack
VIII.Destructive Chimneys collapse, poorly constructed

buildings seriously damaged
IX. Ruinous Some houses collapse, pipes break
X. Disastrous Ground cracks, most buildings collapse
XI. Very Disastrous Few buildings survive, bridges collapse
XII. Catastrophic Total destruction

See book for more details – Page 163



Using the Mercalli Scale
An earthquake occurred in 1862
in Charleston.  Its effects were 
felt throughout the eastern U.S.

By piecing together eye-witness
accounts, it is possible to draw a
map contoured with the Mercalli
scale, showing these effects.

Here in Amherst, it would 
probably not have been felt
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